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5 Does LAB compete on risk or price? 
A bank can only compete on one of these levers 

Risk vs. Price 

The age of the client, and particularly the age of its debt book are crucial to understand. 

When the banking client was first conceived it would have been capitalized with billions of dollars from the 
government and/or any outside partner investors. Remember, the client is a state bank. 

At first, the banking client has all this capital on its balance sheet which it borrowed at relatively low rates 
since there is a belief in the market that the bank is backed by the government – true or not, this is what the 
makret thinks even in the US where Fannie and Freddie are assumed to have a government backing and will 
not be allowed to go bankrupt. 

Those low rates are the banking clients’ key competitive advantage. It can compete against private banks by 
offering clients lower loan interest rates because its cost of capital was lower due to the implied government 
guarantee. 

Over time, as the bank-increased loans to the market, two things happened. 

(1) First, if the bank is keeping with its mandate of banking those with very low incomes and with a higher risk 
profile, its bad loan book increases. It is hard to avoid this. 

(2) Second, as the bad loan book increases, while the market will continue lending money to LAB at lower 
rates, the difference between LAB rates and that of private banks become smaller and smaller, since LAB’s 
risk increases with its bad loan book size. 

Why do we care about this? 

LAB, like any other state bank, will compete on financing terms as a young bank. As it gets older its ability to 
do this diminishes, for the reasons listed above, and it needs to find new ways to compete. 

So, we need to carefully analyze its loan book and bad loan book to see if it can continue competing on 
pricing, and if so, by how much, and if not, how else can it compete? 

Logic would dictate that if LAB honored its mandate of helping those with poor credit scores and access 
to the market, its bad loan book would increase. 

The question is, how bad is the bad loan book? 

Why the USA? 

The US is a massive market. Everyone wants to be there and everyone wants to have dominant market share. 
Issue 6 considers why LAB wants to enter the US market, specifically. 
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In essence, they will build a retail-banking network and those networks need scale to pay-off the high fixed 
cost investment. 

Yet, the issue is more nuanced than this. 

LAB wants to generate a certain return from financing small businesses in the US, primarily among 
immigrants. So it needs to deploy capital in the form of loans, equity investments, credit guarantees etc. 

From the profit, it needs to pay of its retail structure investment, and then move the remaining profits back to 
the head office. 

If LAB is going after such a large market like the US, it must have a lot of capital to both fund the investment 
and create a loan book. Why does it have so much under-deployed capital that needs to find such a large 
parking lot for it? 

It implies LABs current markets suffer from a lack of absorptive capacity. That means the markets it now 
operates within cannot absorb the cash LAB wants to lend. In basic terms, there are not enough viable 
opportunities to fund. 

So, what is it about the US market that makes LAB think there is a greater absorptive capacity? A larger 
market does not correlate with a larger absorptive capacity. Many barriers like legislative can reduce the 
absorptive capacity. 

What answer does the client want? 

The 7th issue relates to the client’s bias. The client is already preparing for implementation. 

The internal strategy unit contains several alums: a roster of ex-McKinsey, ex-BCG and ex-Bain principals, 
managers, associates and analysts. Several of the EVPs running key divisions are also ex-partners. 

The internal strategy unit believes entering the US is a good idea and they have done some studies to support 
this. 

In fact, the CEO initially discussed focusing the study on a plan to make the implementation work. Our view 
was that we needed to make sure the economics makes sense before proceeding. We have seen numerous such 
ventures fail and simply relying on detailed studies done by outside parties was not an appetizing idea. 

In fact, aggregating the detailed studies from external parties does not lead to a better study. It leads to a 
summary of errors. 

The only reason we were successful in being awarded the role of serving the client, is because of this focus on 
testing the idea more rigorously. The board would want to see that it makes sense, and I have not yet seen a 
board use the findings of an internal strategy unit for these big decisions. 

There are just too many conflicts of interest, and other issues, which we will mention later. 

QUESTION(S) OF THE DAY: Why is the client so intent on entering the US market? 

We answer this question, additional reader questions and discuss more issues raised in this article on the 
accompanying episode on the Strategy Skills podcast channel on iTunes, Google Android Podcasts, Libsyn, 
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Spotify, Acast, Podbay, Podbean and Listen Notes. This is the world’s #1 ranked business strategy podcast 
channel. 

If you have a question, please post it as a comment on iTunes and we will respond in a podcast. 

If you would like sample episodes of our most advanced strategy programs all taught by ex-McKinsey, BCG 
et al. senior partners please visit the FIRMSconsulting.com homepage and provide your contact details at the 
top. 

 

  


